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Abstract: Anisotropic behavior is a key characteristic for understanding eccentricity in tubes. In
this paper, the effect of using a tilted die during tube drawing on eccentricity, texture, dislocation
density, and mechanical properties is shown. Copper tubes were drawn with a ±5◦ tilted die for
two passes. The increase or decrease in eccentricity can be controlled by controlling the angle of
the tilted die. Two types of textures have been developed during tube drawing, namely plane
strain and uniaxial types. Plain strain type texture is mainly characterized by the β fiber with a
dominant copper component {112}<111>. The uniaxial deformation type is dominated by the <111>
fiber, as commonly found by wire drawing. Texture sharpness increases with increasing drawing
strain, and the texture varies significantly between the maximum and minimum wall thickness.
This texture variation between maximum and minimum wall thickness has no significant influence
on mechanical properties, which are more or less similar, but the increase in strength after each
drawing pass is apparent. The dislocation density is low for the as-received tubes due to recovery and
recrystallization. This is consistent with the as-received texture dominated by the cube component
{001}<100>. During tube drawing, dislocation density increases as a function of the deformation
strain. The variation of dislocation density between the maximum and minimum wall thickness
in the tube deformed with −5◦ tilted die is higher than the variation in the tube deformed with
+5◦ tilted die.

Keywords: crystallographic texture; dislocation density; tube eccentricity; tilted die

1. Introduction

Tube drawing is used to fabricate tubes by reducing their diameter and—if used with
an inner tool—wall thickness. In the case of seamless tubes, the pre-form is a billet to be
pierced or extruded to obtain the pre-tube, which is often processed downstream by cold
drawing to reach its final dimensions and properties [1,2]. In spite of careful alignment of
the centerline of the container, the tube and the mandrel during tube manufacturing, it is
almost impossible to avoid eccentricity. Because of the vibration of the mandrel, tolerance
in positioning the die and the billet and possible temperature inhomogeneities in the billet,
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this step inherently results in a variation of the wall thickness (eccentricity) [3,4]. The
eccentricity U [5] of tubes is defined as the deviation of the wall thickness from an average
value as shown in Figure 1:

U =
tmax − tmin

tave
× 100 (1)
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Low eccentricity means less mass is needed for the final tube with its demanded
properties, which is of importance in the case of high-cost materials. On the other hand, the
increase in the eccentricity is sometimes favorable depending on the application, as shown
by Guillot et al. [6] Moreover, with high eccentricity, the mechanical properties will vary
around the circumference, which is an important feature needed to be taken into account
for manufacturing, e.g., roller bearings.

In the copper industry, the acceptable eccentricity values for tubes are approximately
1% to 5% [7], the same as for steel tubes [8].

Eccentricity will cause inhomogeneous material flow during the tube manufacturing
process, which results in texture inhomogeneity around the circumference. The crystal-
lographic texture is an essential feature in deformed polycrystalline materials. Texture
types and texture sharpness are affected by parameters such as the coefficient of friction,
geometry of the deformation gap, the reduction rate and the process temperature during
deformation. In the tube manufacturing process, two types of texture inhomogeneities
are generated, firstly around the circumference (eccentricity) and secondly along the wall
thickness. Therefore, a different wall thickness results in the variation of the texture.

In general, the tube manufacturing process consists of wall thickness reduction (Rw)
and diameter reduction (RD). The ratio Q = Rw/RD defines how the material will flow. If
Q > 1, then the material will deform similarly to plane strain deformation. If Q = 1, the
material will deform similarly to uniaxial deformation. For Q < 1, the material will deform
similarly to uniaxial deformation, but in the circumferential direction [7].

Orowan (1934), Polanyi (1934) and Taylor (1934) introduced the idea of crystal disloca-
tions, whereas the conception of the elastic properties of dislocation in isotropic materials
had been known since 1905 [9].

The definition of dislocations is the summation of defects whose motion generates or
produces plastic deformation of crystals at stress well below the theoretical shear strength
of a perfect crystal [9]. During the plastic deformation, the different kinds of defects,
such as cracking, residual stress, distortion, dislocation and stacking faults, will be stored
as energy.

Many researchers have utilized X-ray diffraction peak profiles to analyze the character
of crystalline materials. Diffraction peaks broaden when crystallites are smaller than 500 nm
or the material contains lattice defect [10]. Integral breadth methods are frequently used in
studies of the microstructure of materials for a quick estimation of the so-called size–strain
line broadening effect [11]. This method is based on the famous Scherrer formula [12] or
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on the Williamson–Hall [10] method. This approach to diffraction line profile analysis is
still very commonly used.

According to the Scherrer equation, the peak width B(2θ) varies inversely with the
crystallite size (D) following Equation (2).

B(2θ) =
kλ

Dcosθ
(2)

The Scherrer constant K depends on how the width is determined, the shape of the
crystal and the size distribution.

Not only the crystal size affects the peak width of the peak profile. Besides the instru-
mental line broadening, the microstrain is key for line broadening, namely by screw and
edge dislocations, nonuniform lattice distortions, faulting, antiphase domain boundaries,
grain surface relaxation and solid solution inhomogeneity [10].

Two classical methods were used in the past to estimate the dislocation density: the
Williamson–Hall plot, as shown in Equation (3) [13], and the Warren–Averbach method [14,15].
The first method is based on the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) values and the integral
breadths, while the second one is based on the Fourier coefficients of the profiles. Williamson
and Hall suggested that the FWHM of the line profile can be written as [14]

FWHM(2θ) =
kλ

Dcosθ
+ 4εtanθ (3)

Both methods do not consider strain anisotropy effects. Williamson and Hall suggested
plotting the peak width against sinθ of a copper specimen deformed by equal channel
angular pressing (ECAP) [16]. They observed that the data points did not follow a straight
line. This is due to a strong strain anisotropy effect on the line broadening, crystal size and
strain effects being a function of the direction in the crystal lattice. Strain anisotropy in the
classical Williamson–Hall plot can be rationalized by the contrast factors for dislocated
crystals, and the result is called the modified Williamson–Hall [16].

The contrast factor expression is defined as

Chkl = A +

(
B
(
h2k2 + h2l2 + l2k2)

h2 + k2 + l2

)
(4)

where A and B are constants depending on the elastic constant of the crystal.
The contrast factors of dislocations depend on the relative orientations of the diffrac-

tion vector, the line and Burger vectors of the dislocations and the elastic constants of the
crystal, in a similar way as in transmission electron microscopy. The value of C can be
obtained by numerical methods that consider the elastic constants of the material [10,17,18].

In the case of the integral breadths, the modified Williamson–Hall plot is [17]

∆k =
1
D

+ αkC2 + O
(

k2C
)2

(5)

where D is the volume average grain size or particle size; k = 2sinθ/λ; ∆k = 2 cosθ (∆θ)/λ;
θ and λ are the diffraction angle and X-ray wavelength, respectively; α is a constant; O
stands for higher-order terms in k2C; and g = K at exact Bragg position [16].

The kinematical scattering theory is one of the most common procedures for estimating
the amount of dislocation density inside the material. Due to domain sizes smaller than
500 nm or due to enough lattice defects, X-ray diffraction peaks broaden. Regarding
dislocation, line broadening analysis methods, such as the modified Williamson–Hall, are
used to estimate the defect density [18].

Ungár et al. [17] estimated the crystallite size and dislocation density of a severely
deformed bulk copper sample via diffraction investigation. For their estimation, they
proposed that different crystallographic planes have various influences on the line broad-
ening, and they implemented an hkl-dependent modification of the Williamson–Hall Plot.
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The so-called “contrast factor” can be related to the ratio between screw and edge dislo-
cations, where the average contrast factor describes the equal proportion of screw and
edge dislocations. Woo et al. [19] studied the dislocation density and subgrain size in a
friction stir welded aluminum alloy using neutron diffraction. They showed a significant
increase in dislocation density using the modified Williamson–Hall plot and Transmis-
sion Electron Microscopy (TEM)due to the strong plastic deformation during friction stir
welding. Zhong et al. [18] studied the defect density evolution in Al-AA 7020-T6 during
an in situ tensile experiment using the modified Williamson–Hall plot by synchrotron
diffraction. They showed that after exceeding the yield point, the dislocation density
increases rapidly, which causes strain hardening. It must be noticed that the measurement
of the line broadening is much faster than a complete texture measurement.

The aim of this work is to estimate the dislocation density and characterize the
influence of a tilted die on the eccentricity, the crystallographic texture evolution and the
mechanical properties of different Cu tubes. These Cu tubes were manufactured by a
drawing process with two different tilted die angles (+5◦ and −5◦).

2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Tube Drawing Process

The as-received phosphorus deoxidized copper tube (Cu DHP) was produced by the
casting of a copper billet. The billet was hot extruded to form the pre-tube, and this was
followed by cold drawing. Finally, a recrystallization heat treatment was applied to reach
the specified microstructure and properties [20]. The extruded and annealed Cu DHP tube
of sizes 65.0 × 5.5 mm2 (outer diameter × average wall thickness) were investigated. The
chemical composition of the material is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the Cu tubes in wt.%.

Sample Zn Fe Si Mg Te P Sb Al C Cu

Cu DHP 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 99.84

To overcome the eccentricity, Foadian et al. developed a method to influence the
eccentricity and residual stresses (RSs) by tilting the die to control the circumferential mass
flow in the tubes (Figure 2) before entering the die [20].
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Figure 2. Tilting of the die for a positive (+) setup. Reprinted from ref. [21].

The as-received Cu tube (named ST0) was drawn to the final dimension in two steps
(ST1 and ST2). The drawing process was performed by tilting the die ±5◦ as shown in
Figure 2. The tube drawn with +5◦ was named “4ST” and the one with −5◦ was named
“5ST”. The numbers “0”, “1” and “2” indicate “as-received”, “1st pass” and “2nd pass”,
respectively. The plug diameter and diameters and the wall thickness of the tubes before
and after drawing are shown in Table 2. Two sets were chosen: In the positive case (+), the
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maximum wall thickness (Max) was placed in the direction of the tilting angle (Figure 2).
In the negative case (−), the minimum wall thickness (Min) was placed in the direction of
the tilting angle.

Using this technique makes it possible to reproducibly decrease or, with the opposite
setup, even increase the eccentricity.

Table 2. Drawing steps. Ø: diameter, t: wall thickness.

Step Entry Ø × t mm2 Die, Inner Ø mm Die, Angle◦ Plug, Ø mm Exit Ø × t mm2

1st 65 × 5.5 60 12 51.0 60 × 4.5
2nd 60 × 4.5 50 12 44.0 50 × 4.0

2.2. Pole Figure Measurements

The pole figure measurements were carried out with the STRESS-SPEC diffractome-
ter [22,23] at the Research Neutron Source Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II in Garching bei
München, Germany).

Five different Cu tubes were chosen, namely tubes 4ST0, 4ST1, 5ST1, 4ST2 and 5ST2.
Comparing Min and Max, ten samples in total were investigated. In order to enlarge the
sample size and thereby increase the counting statistics of the neutron diffraction, cubes of
size 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 were prepared by gluing two or three pieces cut from each tube
together. Figure 3 schematically shows the sample cut from tube rings to guaranty the
same circumferential positions and orientations for all pieces before gluing.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation for preparation of the samples for the global texture measurements.

All samples were glued on vanadium pins and installed in the sample changer mag-
azine, as depicted in Figure 4a. Pole figure measurements were carried out one sample
after the other using the robot, as shown in Figure 4b. Neutron wavelengths of 1.65 and
1.10 Å, obtained from pyrolytic graphite (PG) monochromator (Union Carbide Corporation,
New York, NY, USA) by (0004) and (0006) planes, were selected. Two wavelengths were
chosen to save counting time by using only one detector position of 2θ = 50.5◦ to obtain
the information of three reflections, (111), (200) and (220), simultaneously, as shown in
Figure 4c. The reflections (111) and (200) are from PG (0004), while (220) is from PG (0006).

According to the sample-to-detector distance of 850 mm, six sample tilts in χ were
needed to obtain complete pole figures. For each χ-position, a continuous scan around ϕ
was performed with a continuous readout every 5◦ in ϕ. The exposure time was 20 s per
5◦ ϕ rotation.
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Figure 4. Phosphorus deoxidized copper tube (Cu DHP): (a) installed in the sample changer magazine; (b) mounted on the
robot arm for pole figure measurement; (c) detector image at one position.

The primary slit was 20 mm in diameter so that the global texture of the whole
sample was obtained using the spherical sample method after Tobisch and Bunge [24].
Due to the high penetration power of neutrons, no corrections were needed [25]. No sec-
ondary slit was needed. The software package StressTextureCalculator (STeCa) (version 2,
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Jülich, Germany) [26] was used to extract pole figure data from
area-detector images followed by the orientation distribution function (ODF) calculation
using the iterative series expansion method after Bunge [27].

2.3. Mechanical Properties

Tensile samples of quasiflat shape were machined following ASTM E8/E8M-09 to
have a width of 6.0 mm, gage length of 25.0 mm and total length of 100 mm. The tensile
samples were machined from the Max and Min of each Cu tube as shown in Figure 5.
The tensile tests were conducted using a universal tensile machine with a head speed of
0.5 mm/min.
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2.4. Dislocation Density Estimation

The experiments were performed at the high-energy beamline HEMS at PETRA III
(Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany) using the energy of
87.7 keV (wavelength of 0.1424 Å). A beam size of 500 µm × 500 µm was used to obtain
sufficient grain statistics. The sample-to-detector distance was 990 mm. A PerkinElmer
(PE) area detector (PerkinElmer Technologies GmbH & Co. KG, Walluf, Germany) was
used with a resolution of 200 µm × 200 µm and with an exposure time of 3 s.

In order to obtain information on the specially oriented grains such as on drawing
direction, a sector along the drawing direction (see Figure 6) from complete Debye–Scherrer
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was integrated by using the software Fit2D (Version 12.077, European Synchrotron Radia-
tion Facility, Grenoble, France) [28].
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Figure 6. Debye–Scherrer rings for a Cu tube and the integration sectors along the drawing direction.

The angular range for the sector was 10◦ along the γ angle; i.e., the information such as
FWHM obtained from the sector was averaged from grains whose normal planes are within
10◦ of the specific direction. After integrating the sector, the corresponding spectrum could
be obtained in the drawing direction. Figure 7 shows the FWHM (85 to 95◦) integration in
drawing direction for 4ST for different conditions at Min. The change in peak intensity is
related to different texture sharpnesses and measured volumes (tube wall thicknesses).
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Tube Drawing Process

By examining the wall thickness of the Cu tube optically (Figure 8), it can be seen very
clearly that eccentricity decreases in tubes drawn with −5◦ and increases in tubes drawn
with +5◦ [21,29].
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Figure 8. Max and Min after two drawing steps with dies tilted ±5◦ [21].

Table 3 shows on one hand that the eccentricity increases up to 10.2% after the second
drawing step with a tilting angle of +5◦. On the other hand, it decreases down to 2.7% after
the second drawing step with a −5◦ tilting angle.

In conventional tube drawing, there is a quasisymmetrical material flow compared
to tube drawing with a tilted angle. The asymmetry in material flow causes an additional
increase or reduction in the eccentricity [21].

By observing the wall thickness in Table 3, it can be noticed that the wall thickness
reduction of 4ST2 at Max is 25.9% and at Min is 34.5% while the wall thickness reduction
of 5ST2 at Max is 34.8% and at Min is 23.3%.

Table 3. Dimensions of Cu tube before and after drawing with a tilted die.

Tube
Diameter (mm) Wall Thickness (mm) Eccentricity

(%)Max Min Max Min

4ST0 65 65 5.78 5.14 5.86
4ST1 (+5◦) 60 60 4.84 4.14 7.85
4ST2 (+5◦) 50 50 4.46 3.64 10.17

5ST0 65 65 5.78 5.14 5.86
5ST1 (−5◦) 60 60 4.63 4.35 3.42
5ST2 (−5◦) 50 50 4.08 4.07 2.73

3.2. Texture Evolution

Crystallographic texture gives a good indication of the material flow inside the sample.
Figures 9 and 10 show the (111) pole figures of the as-received tube and the drawn tubes
with ±5◦ tilted die at Max and Min. It was already expected that the pole figure symmetry
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would no longer be orthorhombic. According to the tube process geometry, only monoclinic
sample symmetry can be observed, which is defined by the tube axis and the radius [30].
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Figure 9. The (111) pole figures of tube 4ST after different passes.

By observing the pole figures of Cu tube 4ST (Figure 9), it can be seen that the pole
figures at Max after the first and the second passes have the texture type of uniaxial
deformation. The pole figures at Min have the texture type of plane strain deformation.
Although the same tube passed through the same die and deformed with the same slip
system {111}<110>, the tilt angle caused the material to flow differently between Max and
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Min. The same behavior can be observed in tube 5ST (Figure 10), but the texture type of
the pole figures is switched between Max and Min.
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A pole figure is the two-dimensional representation of grain orientation with respect
to the sample symmetry. Therefore, to describe the texture qualitatively, the orientation
distribution function (ODF) should be calculated. To calculate the ODF, three pole figures
were used with a maximum degree of series expansion Lmax = 22.
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The texture of the as-received (ST0) tube is characterized by the following five com-
ponents: cube {001}<100>, Goss {110}<001>, copper {112}<111>, S {123}<643> and brass
{110}<112>. The copper, S and brass components are also known as β fiber and are related
to the deformation process of the tube formation, while the cube and Goss components are
related to recrystallization.

It is important to visualize the texture components and fibers to understand devel-
opments of crystallographic texture in the studied material properly. Figure 11 illustrates
the position of the texture components and fibers in the orientation space using triclinic
sample symmetry for the ODF sections (ϕ2 = 45◦).
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Figure 11. Texture components/fibers and their positions in the orientation space using triclinic sam-
ple symmetry for the orientation distribution function (ODF) sections (ϕ2 = 45◦) for the copper tube.

When comparing only the cube component in ϕ2 = 45◦ (Figure 12), no variation
between ϕ1 = 45◦, ϕ1 = 135◦, ϕ1 = 225◦ and ϕ1 = 315◦ is visible, which means the grains
with cube component follow the orthorhombic sample symmetry. The copper and S
components show the expected monoclinic sample symmetry (see also Tables 4 and 5).

For tube 4ST at Max, the main development during the drawing process is the <111>
fiber//RD texture with a dominant copper {112}<111> component. The <111> fiber devel-
ops when the copper uniaxially deforms with {111}<110> slip system. The cube {001}<100>
component was observed combined with the development of incomplete <100>//RD
fibers. The <110>//TD fiber was also developed partially during the drawing process,
indicating the flow of material in the circumferential direction.

For tube 4ST at Min, the β fiber develops with a dominant copper component
{112}<111>. Moreover, a weak incomplete α fiber (<110>//ND) is observed, which starts
from Goss to brass components. The above fibers develop when the copper plane under-
goes strain deformation with a {111}<110> slip system. The cube component increases after
the first drawing step and then decreases. The grains with a neighboring orientation to
the cube rotate first to the cube components {001}<100> and then rotate gradually to the β
fiber [31]. That can be observed by the reduction in the deviation of the cube component
after the first drawing, which increases its sharpness.

The same texture component development can be observed in tube 5 (Figure 13), but
the texture type is switched between Max and Min, which was not expected.
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Figure 12. ODF section ϕ2 = 45◦ of tube 4ST after different passes.

Table 4. Cube, copper and S components for tube 4 (all units in mrd).

Sample
Cube

{001}<100>
(45,0,45)

Cu I
{112}<111>
(90,35,45)

Cu II
{112}<111>
(270,35,45)

SI
{123}<634>
(59,37,63)

SII
{123}<634>
(239,37,63)

4ST0-Max 3.3 2.3 1.9 2.1 1.9
4ST1-Max 3.4 5.8 4 4.9 4.1
4ST2-Max 2.7 7.4 5.4 6.3 4.9

4ST0-Min 3.6 2.4 2.1 2.1 2
4ST1-Min 4.4 6.3 6.1 6.5 5.5
4ST2-Min 2.6 7.5 8.3 6.9 7.6
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Table 5. Cube, copper and S components for tube 5 (all units in mrd).

Sample
Cube

{001}<100>
(45,0,45)

Cu I
{112}<111>
(90,35,45)

Cu II
{112}<111>
(270,35,45)

SI
{123}<634>
(59,37,63)

SII
{123}<634>
(239,37,63)

5ST0-Max 3.3 2.3 1.9 2.1 1.9
5ST1-Max 3.3 4.6 3.9 4.3 4.1
5ST2-Max 3 11.9 10.9 8.6 6.4

5ST0-Min 3.6 2.4 2.1 2.1 2
5ST1-Min 3.7 6.4 4.6 5.5 4.2
5ST2-Min 3.4 10.6 5.9 7.9 4.9

In summary, the qualitative texture is a good indicator of the occurrence of eccentricity.
In addition, texture variation across the circumference shows that the choice of an angle
during tube drawing affects eccentricity. A surprising result was the occurrence of different
types of deformation, such as plane strain deformation and uniaxial deformation. It is
known that the deformation types correlate with the deformation geometry, plane strain
with rolling and uniaxial with wire drawing. In the present case, the local deformation is
in the limit of both types due to the choice of section reduction and thickness reduction.

3.3. Mechanical Properties

The stress–strain curves of 4ST0, 4ST1 and 4ST2 for Max are presented in Figure 14.
The properties for the as-received (annealed) material are given as 4ST0. After strong
cold work (passes 1 and 2), strength increases significantly, and the elongation to rupture
decreases as can be expected because of the increase in dislocations (see Section 3.4). The
change in slope in Figure 15a between the FWHM and the peak positions indicates an
increase in the dislocation density.

The tensile properties of all samples are summarized in Table 6. The yield strength
(YS) increased from 41 MPa for ST0-Min to 355 MPa for 5ST2-Min, the ultimate tensile
strength (UTS) increased from 223 to 367 MPa and the elongation to rupture (A) decreased
from 65% to 8%. By comparing Max and Min, no remarkable differences can be observed
in the mechanical properties.
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Table 6. Tensile properties of the Cu tubes before and after drawing with a tilted die. Three tests
were performed in each case. Deviation <1.5% for YS and UTS, <3% for the elongation to rupture.

Tube
YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) A (%)

Max Min Max Min Max Min

4ST0 43 41 222 223 67 65
4ST1 (+5◦) 302 309 312 316 10 12
4ST2 (+5◦) 345 347 350 353 9 9

5ST0 43 41 222 223 67 65
5ST1 (−5◦) 300 280 305 285 10 11
5ST2 (−5◦) 350 355 355 367 8 8

3.4. Dislocation Density Estimation

As an example of defect dislocation estimation sequence, FWHM as a function of the
Bragg angle (2θ) is shown in Figure 15a for 4ST-Min samples. These are raw data after
instrumental corrections. The Williamson–Hall plot in Figure 15b shows an increase in the
slope from 4ST0 (as received tube) to 4ST1 and 4ST2.
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Figure 15. (a) FWHM as function of 2θ in drawing direction for 4ST-Min. (b) Williamson–Hall plot for 4ST-Min.

The Williamson–Hall equation does not consider the effect of quantitative strain
anisotropy. Therefore, the points on each picture cannot fit on the line. The modi-
fied Williamson–Hall plot by Ungár and Borbély [16] implements a “contrast factor” in
Equation (4) to recognize the effect of strain anisotropy.

Using the modified Williamson–Hall plot [16,32], the dislocation density along the
drawing direction was calculated after subtracting the thickness effect and instrumental
function from the peak width. The instrumental function was calibrated with the LaB6
standard powder [33]. The elastic constants of Cu (C11 = 171 GPa, C12 = 123.789 GPa and
C44 = 71.242 GPa) were taken from the literature [34]. The value of Ch0.0 can be obtained
from the AnizC program [15].

For calculation of diffraction contrast factors in fcc polycrystalline material, it was
assumed that edge and screw dislocations are present in equal proportion. Figure 16 shows
the modified Williamson–Hall plots for the samples 4ST and 5ST.
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The dislocation in the tube can be found in the starting material (previous manu-
facturing process) or develop after the deformation process. During the tube drawing,
there are some factors that affect the development of dislocation density, such as the die
angle, friction and reduction steps. The results show an increase in the magnitude of
the dislocation density in the drawing direction for Cu tubes after drawing with a tilted
die, as shown in Table 7 and Figure 17. The difference in magnitude of the dislocation
density between Min and Max for the 4ST2 tube is less than that for tube 5ST2. The highest
magnitude of dislocation density in both the 4ST2 and 5ST2 tubes is at Max position.

When comparing the dislocation density with the qualitative texture, it can be stated
that the dislocation density has no significance for the eccentricity. The variation between
Min and Max positions is not important enough.
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Table 7. The dislocation density estimation for Cu tube.

Tube
Dislocation Density

Max Min

4ST0 0.36 × 1014 0.48 × 1014

4ST1 (+5◦) 1.11 × 1014 0.93 × 1014

4ST2 (+5◦) 1.21 × 1014 1.18 × 1014

5ST0 0.33 × 1014 0.48 × 1014

5ST1 (−5◦) 1.45 × 1014 1.11 × 1014

5ST2 (−5◦) 1.49 × 1014 1.15 × 1014

4. Conclusions

Tube drawing parameters are important in controlling the dimensions and the me-
chanical properties of the final manufactured product.

1. Tilting the drawing die shows promising control of tube eccentricity. It was possible to
increase the eccentricity from 5.9% to 10.2% in two steps (tube 4ST) and to decrease it
from 5.86% to 2.73% (tube 5ST). Increasing and decreasing the eccentricity is important,
and expending energy and time on using the right procedure depends on the final
requirements and the production costs.

2. The development of texture in the investigated tubes could be described as a superpo-
sition of two types of texture: The plane strain and uniaxial texture types were present.
Tube 4ST Max had the uniaxial type texture, while Min had the plane strain type
texture. In tube 5ST, it was the opposite. Up to now, the relationship between texture
evolution as well as variation around the circumference and tube drawing with a
tilted die was not fully understood. Additional experiments on different drawn tubes
with different tilted angles and different starting textures are necessary. Together
with the variation of Q, the ratio of wall thickness reduction to diameter reduction,
modeling should be improved by including the texture gradient.

3. As expected, the strength of the tube increased after each drawing pass up to 367 MPa,
and the elongation to rupture decreased to 8% for 5ST2 at Min. No significant
differences between Max and Min in tubes 4ST and 5ST could be detected.

4. The dislocation density magnitude was influenced by the degree of deformation and
the choice of die angle. The variation of dislocation density between Max and Min in
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tube 5ST2 was higher than the variation in tube 4ST2. This was due to the variation
of wall thickness reduction between Max and Min being higher for tube 5ST2 with
the tilt angle of −5◦ than for tube 4ST2 with the tilt angle of +5◦. Additionally, the
variation of the deformation components (CuII) between Max and Min was higher for
tube 5ST2 than for tube 4ST2. The idea of replacing a full texture analysis with a much
faster dislocation density measurement could not be confirmed. The investigations
have shown that the texture changes described with up to five texture components
are much more sensitive to small variations during manufacturing than the defect
density development.
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